Guess Who’s Having A BIRTHDAY!

October marks the THIRD year the FamilieSCN2A Foundation has been officially incorporated as a nonprofit organization [also known by the IRS designation 501(c)(3)].

To celebrate, throughout the month of October, we will be blasting social media with fundraising and research updates including introducing our Scientific Advisory Board (SAB) members. Be on the lookout for more from us during the entire month of October!

Upcoming SCN2A Events:  Saturday October 6, 2018
The SCN2A Virtual Conference is a two part series hosted by the FamilieSCN2A Foundation and Simons VIP Connect. The focus is on educating families, physicians, and other community members on the advancements made in the field. We thank Simons VIP Connect for their partnership and commitment to all genetic research, including SCN2A.

Part One on **October 6, 2018** will spotlight the latest exciting discoveries in basic research, drug development and improvements in clinical treatments. Our presenters include Alfred L. George, Jr., MD; Keith A. Coffman, MD; Stephan J. Sanders, BMBS (MD) PhD; Wendy K. Chung, MD, PhD; and Heather E. Olson, MD.

---

**SCN2A VIRTUAL CONFERENCE - PART 1**

*Times shown in Eastern Daylight Time (EDT)*

**INTRODUCTION**
12:00 p.m. - 12:05 p.m.

Leah Schust, President, Founder, FamilieSCN2A Foundation

**SCN2A REGISTRY UPDATE**
(IMPORTANCE OF A CENTRAL REGISTRY)
12:05 p.m. - 12:20 p.m.

Wendy K. Chung, MD, PhD Kennedy Family Professor of Pediatrics and Medicine Columbia University

**SCN2A RESEARCH - WHERE WE ARE TODAY**
12:30 p.m. – 12:45 pm

Stephan J. Sanders, BMBS (MD) PhD
Department of Psychiatry, University of California San Francisco

**CENTER WITHOUT WALLS**
12:45 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Alfred L. George, Jr., MD: Chair, Department of Pharmacology, Northwestern University

**AUTONOMIC DYSFUNCTION & DYSTONIA ASSOCIATED WITH SCN2A**
1:10 p.m. – 1:25 p.m.

Keith A. Coffman, MD: Director, Movement Disorders Program, Children’s Mercy Hospital; Director, Tourette Syndrome Center of Excellence; Associate Professor of Pediatrics, University of Missouri-Kansas City School of Medicine

**OTHER COMORBIDITIES ASSOCIATED WITH SCN2A**
1:25 p.m. – 1:40 p.m.

Heather E. Olson, MD: Department of Neurology, Boston Children’s Hospital; Instructor of Neurology, Harvard Medical School

**CLOSING REMARKS**
1:50 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Carla Forbes, Vice President, Founder, FamilieSCN2A Foundation
Jennifer Tjernagel, Simons VIP Representative

---

Register Here
SAVE THE DATE: Wednesday November 7, 2018
SCN2A Virtual Family Meeting: Part Two
We Need Your Help: Calling All Families & Friends of Those Affected By SCN2A

Coming in October, we will be providing a new fundraising platform, powered by Classy, which will make it easy for you to help raise money to support our efforts of funding SCN2A specific research. Research is key to better treatments and a faster cure, but it is very expensive.

**Our goal is to raise an additional $50,000 by year-end, specifically to sponsor research grants which will be awarded in 2019.**

We will provide a template, guidelines, and individual assistance to help you set up your own fundraising page in Classy. Through this platform you will be able to share your child's story to help raise funds in a variety of creative ways through simple crowdfunding, peer-to-peer email, social media campaigns or even for hosting a specific event. The possibilities for fundraising are limited only by your imagination! Some suggestions are to hold an office football pool, host a paint party or a wine tasting, ask for donations in lieu of birthday gifts, set up a link on your business page so customers can donate money to support a good cause and more. In addition, many boutique
businesses and even restaurants have options for hosting fundraising events. We can't wait to see what you come up with!

The season of giving is right around the corner and we want to be fully prepared for all the generosity on Giving Tuesday (in the U.S.), as well as everyone’s mad dash to make donations before the end of the tax year. Check your email and social media outlets for updates from us on how you can actively help us reach our goal of $50,000 raised for SCN2A related research. Stay tuned...

Check out this SCN2A related article: "Analysis of sequences pegs 99 top autism genes"

In the article linked to below, the team at UCSF shows the results of testing 35,000 DNA sequences in people with Autism along with their family members. New genes were discovered from this testing; however, SCN2A continues to be the top single gene known to cause Autism.

At UCSF, Sanders’ and Bender’s labs are leading the way in discovering genetic causes of Autism as well as treatment options. Their valuable work is cutting edge. The FamilieSCN2A Foundation supports their work by co-funding Joon An, a postdoctoral associate in Sanders’ lab. We appreciate their collaboration and willingness to share pre-published work such as this in order to expedite research around the world.
Recently, Leah Schust, President of the FamilieSCN2A Foundation represented the SCN2A community during a visit to the labs. Leah says, “the team at UCSF uses an innovative approach with cutting edge technology and passionate team members. We are lucky to have such committed researchers working around the clock to help find a cure for our children.”

**Warrior Wednesdays**

On Warrior Wednesdays, we welcome families to post pictures of their SCN2A Warrior on our PRIVATE Facebook Discussion page. Families can share a story about how they are "Fighting On." These stories help us connect with one another as a community. Each week we also feature a Warrior's story on our public social media pages to help raise awareness.

#SCN2A #CureSCN2A
#SCN2AWarriorWednesday

**Building a Community: SCN2A Family Event Grants**

The FamilieSCN2A Foundation is proud to introduce to our community the SCN2A Family Event Grant. This was created to intentionally bring SCN2A families together to cultivate a stronger community and deepen relationships. It is our intention that this grant program will give ownership to our SCN2A families, allowing them to create and coordinate an SCN2A Family Event of their choosing, paid for by the FamilieSCN2A Foundation. For more information please contact community.support@scn2a.org
NEW: Create A Personal 'Awareness Page' For Your Child!

Raising awareness is a critical step in working toward a cure for SCN2A. Therefore, we have created a way to feature your child AND raise awareness. We are excited to announce this awesome new part of our web site that allows you to share a little about your child's likes, dislikes, personality, or anything you wish. The hope is for you to share your child's story with family, friends or whomever you choose to help raise awareness about SCN2A Related Autism and Epilepsy. To request your child's page creation just fill in the form online. Once submitted, you will receive a link to your child's Personal Page within two weeks of it being processed. Check out Hudson's personal page below to help inspire you!
JOIN OUR BIRTHDAY CLUB!

It's so much fun as a kid getting mail addressed just to you! Sign up today for our Birthday Club and your child will receive a birthday card on their birthday and possibly even a little extra something special too! Also, with your permission we will even do a special shout out posting on social media for their birthday (this part is not required to join the Birthday Club).

So what are you waiting for? Sign up today!

Click Here to sign up!